2 BUCK BOWLING 🎳
$2 PER GAME • 9AM-12PM & 8:30PM-10PM
Hone your skills with $2 bowling games! Shoe rental not included.

MONDAY PLAY DAY 🎳 🎬
FROM $10 PER PERSON • 9PM-12AM
Choose unlimited bowling or laser tag, combine both, or even add unlimited Game Zone play! Shoe rental not included. Price varies by package.

SIN (SERVICE INDUSTRY NIGHT) 🎳 🎬
FROM $15 PER PERSON • 9:30PM-12AM
Enjoy unlimited bowling, shoe rental, and one game of laser tag. PLUS add unlimited non-redemption Game Zone play for only $5 per person!

HALF OFF BOWLING, GAMES & LASER TAG 🎳 🎬
50% OFF • 12PM-12AM
50% off bowling, Game Zone & laser tag games. Shoe rental not included.

UNLIMITED FUN 🎳 🎬
FROM $15 PER PERSON • 9PM-12AM
Enjoy unlimited bowling, shoe rental, & non-redemption Game Zone play. PLUS add a game of laser tag for only $5 per person!

SPARE TIME AFTER DARK 🎳
$18 PER PERSON • 11PM-1AM
Includes unlimited bowling, shoes, games, prizes, music & light show.

Reguler Pricing:
OPEN BOWLING: $5 PER GAME/PER PERSON
SHOE RENTAL: $4
LASER TAG: $8 PER GAME/PER PERSON
2 GAMES PER PERSON FOR $12
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